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1. Introduction
In 2011, Ethiopia began building the Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam (GERD) on the Blue Nile
River in a place called Guba, 60 kilometres from Sudan mainly for the electric power generation.
In addition to the electric power supply, GERD benefits the downstream countries mainly Sudan
and Egypt by removing up to 86% of silt and sedimentation, regulate the steady water flow
throughout the year, avoid un-expected flooding to downstream countries and also conserve the
water in Ethiopian highlands by having lower evaporation and water recycling mechanisms (Tesfa,
2013).
The status of the project has been such that the two turbines in the left powerhouse were half
completed, and could start generating 740MW of hydroelectric power as early as 2020 and the
entire project is now 68% completed ( Belay, 2019).
In terms of cooperation with downstream countries, a series of discussions between Ethiopia,
Sudan and Egypt have been progressing, with the principles of filling GERD being one of the top
most agenda. of the tripartite talks are being out in Washington DC, Cairo, Khartoum and Addis
Ababa. So far, while the discussions have constructive tones, the three countries are yet to reach a
joint agreement on the length of time it should take GERD’s reservoir to be filled.
An important piece of information that could aid the negotiation process is quantifications of the
losses and gains (if any) from delaying the filling. For such purposes, understanding the
gains/losses from a dam like GERD in different scenarios is important. Accordingly, the purpose
of this discussion note is quantifying the losses in terms of energy/power and revenue across
different filling scenarios, using financial and cost benefit analysis method. The note will answer
what is the optimum year to fill the dam given circumstances with the assumption of wet, normal,
dry and extreme dry scenario.

2. Literature review
On GERD filling policy number of academic papers have been published and workshops have
been carried out. Strzepek (2015) had evaluated the effects filling policy for both Ethiopia and
Egypt using Montecarlo modelling risk based approach. He evaluated four rates of filling:
unconstrained, 3 years, 5 years and 10 years scenarios. He concluded that, for Ethiopia, slowing
the GERD filling will loss hydropower revenues & repayment and slowing of economic growth.
However, the economy-wide impact on Egypt are very minor due to substitution in the economy
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and limited role of water in GDP. But impacts on low income and farmers is a very politically
volatile segment for Egypt.
The potential impact of the water resources due to GERD have also been investigated using
SOBEK model by Abdelhaleem and Helal. As per the authors reducing Egypt water use more than
15% induces superficial effects on the drinking water stations, by 10% induces no effect on the
irrigation, and industrial pump stations and by 5% produces small effect on the safe navigation
(Abdelhaleem and Helal, 2015).
By employing a multi-region and multi-sector computable general equilibrium (CGE) modelling
framework Kahsay et al (2015) reported the direct and indirect economic impacts of GERD on the
Eastern Nile economies evaluating the impact of the dam under three different climatic and
hydrological scenarios, taking into account both the transient GERD impounding phase and the
long term operation phase. They concluded that that the GERD offers several benefits to all the
Eastern Nile countries and would not inflict significant harm on the downstream countries. Sudan
has, but also show that some negative effects for Egypt may be expected during the impounding
phase for dry scenario.
Wheeler et al analysed the strategies for filling the GERD and implications for downstream water
using a river basin planning model with a wide range of historical hydrological conditions and
increasing coordination between the co-riparian countries. The analysis finds that risks to water
diversions in Sudan can be largely managed through adaptations of Sudanese reservoir operations.
The risks to Egyptian users and energy generation can be minimized through combinations of
sufficient agreed annual releases from GERD and a drought management policy [Wheeler et al].
Almost all of the reviewed researchers have agreed, GERD does not cause any significant harm in
filling in 5-7 years. Most of previous studies were focused on the power loss due to the filling
policy. However, in addition to the power loss, the delay in the dam feeling will cause additional
cost such as silt removal cost, operation overhead costs, maintenance cost, repayment (depreciation
costs) and social cost benefits.

3. Methodology
Analytically, of the paper involves the approach of assessing energy and revenue losses. The
alternative filling years are coupled with the hydrology and filling demand matrix to compute the
energy/revenue losses corresponding to the conditioning the four scenarios.
Table 1. List of assumptions
Parameter
Total power generated from
GERD (GWH)
Price of power ($/kwh)
Energy loss associated with
delayed filling
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Value
15692
0.07
Based on year dependent
energy loss equation

Source
Current GERD project office
report
Market research
Model based predication
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The benefits of the project mainly consists of the value of the electricity produced throughout the
dam’s lifetime. The GERD has a production capacity of 15,692 GWh and is projected to output an
average annual revenue of 1.1billion USD per year, with energy expected to be sold at $0.07
USD/GWh. Unlike previous dams in the country, this one is mainly meant to export energy to
neighbouring countries particularly the Sudan and South Sudan. The revenue associated with
energy loss is calculated based on the energy loss equation in accordance with the GERD’s
estimated energy loss patterns associated with the filling schedule.

4. Results and Discussion
The analysis in this note focuses on the impact of choice of filling years on energy generation and
the yearly flow of energy and revenue losses
An essential element of the filling schedule is that it is governed by natural outcomes associated
with the availability of water. Hydrologically, these outcomes are categorized as the extremely
dry, dry, moderate (normal) and wet outcomes, which in turn are governed by varying yearly rains
and the flow of the Blue Nile River. The filling schedule also factors in various water release
volumes by taking into account water release demands in downstream countries. The combined
considerations of these two parameters result in the following matrix of hydrological outcomes,
downstream water volume demand, and filling year as presented in Figure 3.
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Figure 1. Filling year options as the outcome of weather conditions and downstream water
volume demand.
Figure 2 presents the energy loss (in Gwh) based on the filling year. The results show increase in
Gwh with increase in filling years, indicating that increase in filling years leaves costs that are not
recuperated through energy generation associated with early filling.
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The results in Figure 2 and Figure 3 are based on a flat assumption that the filling rates could vary
between 3 and 16 years. However, with information from Figure 4, the filling schedule could be
qualified by varying the weather conditions and downstream water demand. The following patterns
emerge.
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Figure 2. Energy loss verses filling years
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Figure 3. Revenue loss verses filling years
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Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the energy and revenue loss due to GERD filling with different
hydrology conditions and releasing scenarios. As it is expected, in wet and normal scenario, the
optimum GERD filling time is 3-5 years. However, in dry and extreme scenario, the filling time
extends to 6 – 9 years

.
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Figure 4. Energy loss of GERD filling with different Hydrology conditions and releasing scenarios
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b) Revnue loss by water demand (normal scenario)
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Figure 5. Revenue loss of GERD filling with different Hydrology conditions and releasing scenarios
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4. Conclusions
The central hypothesis tested in this paper is to what extent varying the filling time of the
GERD leads to changes in overall benefits of the project. The main objective of the GERD has
been to bring to meaningful use the Nile waters in Ethiopia that have otherwise been left
unused, through simultaneously reducing the negative environmental impacts associated with
their unregulated flow.
The results suggest that, in accordance with expectations, delaying filling time has a negative
impact on energy and revenue generation. Furthermore, our empirical analysis shows the
revenue and energy losses corresponding to filling year are considerably sensitive to filling
demand from downstream countries and hydrological scenarios. The cost analysis showed that,
in wet and normal scenario, the optimum GERD filling time is 3-5 years. However, in dry and
extreme scenario, the filling time extends to 6 – 9 years.
An important future direction is extending the current exercise to include financial, economic,
and social cost benefit analysis. This would be imply computation of the social benefits and
social costs which enables adjusting the net present value of financial benefits of the project to
calculate the net economic benefits of the project. Finally, savings and income distribution
considerations of the project would lead to computing the social net present value benefits of
the project.
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